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[1] Rates of plate motion are generally uniform over 10–102

Myrs timescales. Faults between tectonic plates might, therefore,

be expected to show temporally-uniform slip-rates if the same

number of faults remain active. For an extending region of the

Eurasia-Africa plate boundary, Italy, finite throw values (vertical

component of the slip) for seismogenic normal faults are less than

that predicted when recent throw-rates are extrapolated over the

fault lifetimes. The effect correlates with distance from the fault

system tips and demonstrates that the slip-rates on centrally-located

faults have increased with time. Neighbouring normal faults were

active in the Quaternary but show no signs of surface faulting

during the latest Pleistocene to Holocene. Death of these faults has

provided the extra strain per unit time to drive the increased slip-

rates measured on other faults. Thus, fault interaction and death

modify slip-rates and seismic hazards associated with plate

tectonics. INDEX TERMS: 8150 Evolution of the Earth: Plate

boundary—general (3040); 7230 Seismology: Seismicity and

seismotectonics; 7221 Seismology: Paleoseismology

1. Introduction

[2] Faults with high slip-rates pose greater seismic hazards than
neighbouring lower slip-rate faults. Thus, much time and effort has
been spent mapping how fault slip-rates vary spatially, because
such data are vital to understand the geography of seismic hazard
[e.g. Galadini and Galli, 2000]. Less is known about how spatial
patterns of slip-rate vary through time, yet fault systems evolve
geometrically, often progressively localising the strain; it is this
temporal variation in slip-rate and how it is related to localisation
that is the subject of this paper.
[3] It is well known from studies of the growth of the Earth’s

ocean crust that tectonic plates move with rates that are generally
uniform over tens to hundreds of millions of years [DeMets et al.,
1994].Where continental crust exists in the boundary zones between
tectonic plates, relative plate motion is taken up mainly by slip on
faults, accompanied by seismicity. The rates of deformation when
summed across all the faults and related smaller structures including
any distributed ductile strain will equal the rate of relative plate
motion. If the rates of plate motion are uniform through time, then
one would expect the summed rates of fault-slip to also be uniform
through time if the same number of structures remain active.
However, if the number of active structures decreases, localising

the strainslip-rates increase on those that remain active [e.g.McLeod
et al., 2000;Dawers and Underhill, 2000]. Surprisingly, we have no
direct observations of deviations from present-day/recent slip-rates
from active plate boundaries that can be linked with strain local-
isation, yet localisation will control the geography of seismic hazard.
Some workers have shown that slip-rates on faults of different sizes
appear to remain uniform through time [Nicol et al., 1997], whilst
others suggest that slip-rates can fluctuate, or increase with time
[Contreras et al., 2000;McLeod et al., 2000;Dawers and Underhill,
2000]. However, none of these studies are of active fault slip-rates
measured in the Holocene. This is probably because such slip-rate
data from active faults are usually thought to represent only a snap-
shot view of the motions. However, if the age of initiation of faulting
is known, a relatively simple test of these constant, fluctuating or
increasing slip-rate hypotheses is to compare measured finite slip
values with slip-values implied when the present-day slip-rates are
projected over the lifetime of the fault. If slip-rates remain constant
through time then the resulting finite slip profiles will be identical to
the predicted slip profiles.

2. Regional Setting and Data Collection

[4] The extending region of the Eurasia-Africa plate boundary
zone in central Italy has been studied (Figures 1a and 1b). Here,
continental crust is being deformed by large seismogenic normal
faults running the length of the Italian peninsula. These faults are
responsible for large magnitude, surface faulting earthquakes such
as the 1915 Fucino Earthquake (Ms c. 7.0, surface rupture length
>23 km) which caused 33,000 deaths. The threshold for surface
faulting in the Apennines is about M 5.5 to 6 [Michetti et al., 1996,
2000]. Thus, we use the term active faults in this paper to indicate
faults capable of producing surface faulting during strong earth-
quakes. We have measured both the finite throws (vertical compo-
nent of slip) and throw-rates (vertical component of slip-rate) at a
number of places along the faults, facilitating a comparison of
profiles for these parameters (Figure 2). This is an unprecedented
dataset from an active fault system on the Earth.
[5] Throw data have been collected during a 5 year field

campaign where we mapped faults in the field and constructed serial
cross-sections. The faults at the surface dip at high angles with a
mean value of 65� (N = 1653; Standard deviation = 14�). We have
also utilised a large number of published geological maps which
allow quantification of the senses and amounts of vertical offset of
the stratigraphy across the faults [e.g. Vezzani and Ghisetti, 1998].
[6] Throw-rate data come from two sources. First, a large

number of palaeoseismological trench site studies have been pub-
lished for this region [e.g.Michetti et al., 1996; Pantosti et al., 1996;
Galadini et al., 1997]. These have studied and dated offset Hol-
ocene deposits resulting in an extensive database of throw-rates
averaged over relatively short time periods (< c. 5 kyrs). Second, the
high topography of the area (up to c. 3000 m) contained small
mountain valley glaciers during the last glacial maximum. Exten-
sive glacial and periglacial landforms, which are now faulted, date
from this time. These deposits and landforms have been intensively
studied and many published dates have been derived from radio-
carbon, tephrachronological and stratigraphical correlation studies
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with dated oceanic climate records [Giraudi and Frezzotti, 1987].
The demise of the last glaciation started at c. 18 ka. Wemeasured the
vertical offset of these landforms and deposits, to produce throw-
rate measurements averaged over the last 18 kyrs, a time period that
is most-likely long enough to constrain the rate of slip over a
number of seismic cycles. Where 5 ka and 18 kyrs data were
collected at the same locality they show yielded very similar rates.
These throw rates are shown on Figure 2 as throws that would
develop over 3 Myrs, which we argue below is the likely age of
initiation of extension in this area.

3. Details of Fault Activity

[7] We have found active and inactive faults whose activity
partially overlapped in time allowing us to studt strain localisation

through time. The active faults form a closely-spaced, soft-linked
fault system with finite and Holocene/recent slip decreasing to zero
at fault tips. These faults control Plio-Pleistocene-Recent hanging-
wall basins [Cavinato and De Celles, 1999], coincident with low
topography areas on the digital elevation model, and have uplifted
mountain ranges in their footwalls (Figure 1b). Across strike
distances between active faults are only c. 7–15 km in places.
However, in the southwest of the region, four faults show throws of
several hundred metres or more, control the positions of Plio-
Pleistocene hangingwall deposits and footwall mountain ranges,
but show no signs of slip at surface in the upper Pleistocene or
Holocene. The fault escarpments are well exposed, but no offset
upper Pleistocene-Holocene deposits or bedrock scarps indicating
post-glacial surface faulting have been found. No large magnitude
historical or modern earthquakes (gt; Ms 5.5) are associated with
these faults, and most workers agree that they do not have the
potential for producing displacement at or near the surface [GNDT,
2000]. Despite the fact that on a large scale the locus of extension
has migrated northeast, with a belt of now inactive Pliocene exten-
sional basins located on the west coast of central Italy and Neogene
ocean crust in the Tyrrhenian Sea (Figure 1a) [Jolivet et al., 1998;
Cavinato and De Celles, 1999], periods of activity on the faults
shown in Figure 1b overlap in time. The now inactive faults in the
southwest control the positions of mid- to lower Pleistocene
deposits containing famous elephant fossils (Elephas antiquus),
as do presently-active faults in the northeast (e.g. Faults 1, 5, 6 and
13 Figure 1b). Lower Pleistocene Mammuthus (Archidiskodon)
meridionalis vestinus have been found in the hangingwall basin
to Fault 6 [Azzaroli et al., 1977; Esu et al., 1992]. The inactive faults
were also active prior to the mid-lower Pleistocene because the
deposits containing Elephas antiquus lie near the top of the
hangingwall stratigraphic successions of these faults. The same is
true also for the active faults, for instance, the Mammuthus bearing
horizons in the hangingwall to Fault 6 overlie at least 200 m of older
continental deposits. Moreover, this is supported by simple division
of the finite throws by the throw-rates which implies the minimum
time period over which the faults have been active assuming no
change in throw-rates with time (Figure 3a). This implies that some
of the presently-active faults have been active for up to about 3
Myrs, yet the presently inactive faults show no evidence of slip at the
surface since about 0.5–0.9 Ma. There is no relationship between
periods of activity implied by the above calculation and distance
across strike along a northeast-southwest transect (Figure 3a). Thus,
the evidence does not support a simple progressive eastward or
northeastward migration of fault activity at a small scale within the
area in Figure 1b. The presence of active and inactive faults whose
activity partially overlapped in time shows that, in the area of
Figure 1b, the number of active faults has decreased.

Figure 1. Location map (a), and fault map (b) for Lazio-
Abruzzo, central Italy. Active normal faulting is confined to the
zone of active faults shown running the length of the Italian
Peninsula in (a). TOC - Tyrrhenian ocean crust; TTCC - Thinned
Tyrrhenian continental crust.
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Figure 2. Throws and throw-rates (shown as the throw that would develop if the throw rates were extrapolated over 3 Myrs) versus
distance data for active faults in central Italy. Numbers refer to the fault numbers in Figure 1.
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[8] To investigate whether the rate of tectonic motion has
slowed or the slip has been taken up elsewhere on other structures
we can compare profiles of measured throw and predicted throw.
We have projected the present-day throw-rates over 2, 3 and 4 Myrs
(see Figure 2 for the 3 Myrs calculations) to predict what throws
would have developed if throw-rates have remained constant over
these time periods. The results show that predicted throw values are
commonly larger than measured values. Thus, if the faults initiated
synchronously, the present-day pattern of finite throws cannot have
developed from the present-day pattern of throw-rates. Instead, it is
implied that throw-rates have increased through time because
constant throw-rates through time would produce identical meas-
ured throw and predicted throw profiles. Our results are insensitive
to the initiation age we choose, because a similar pattern emerges if
we use 2, 3 or 4 Myrs for the time of initiation. We favour an
initiation age of about 3 Myrs for all the faults for reasons given
later.
[9] For the 3 Myrs calculation, the data suggest that throw-rates

have increased with time on all but one of the faults (Fault 11), with
another showing no change (Fault 7), yet we know of no data which
support an increase in the rate of far-field motion across this portion
of the Africa-Eurasia plate boundary zone. If constant regional
strain rates have been maintained, as seems likely, we suggest that
the increased throw-rates have taken up the extra strain per unit
time provided by switching-off of the four faults in the southwest of
the region and the slowing of slip on Fault 11. Unfortunately, we
cannot balance quantitatively the amounts of slip between faults
that are suggested to be dead or dying faults and increased throw
rate faults because we do not have data for all the active faults. The
implied change in the slip distribution must have occurred <0.9 Ma
constrained by the stratigraphic data mentioned above.
[10] The differences between predicted throws and measured

throws is greater on faults located centrally along the strike of the
fault system. We demonstrate this in 2 ways. First, we have
calculated the difference between measured throws and predicted

throws at individual localities; these have been used to calculate
mean values for each fault. We have plotted these mean values as a
function of distance from the ends of the fault system (Figure 3b).
We have identified the ends of the fault system using our second
technique. We have summed throws and throw-rates for the active
faults along transects perpendicular to strike spaced every 5 km
along the strike of the fault system (Figure 4). Summed throws and
throw-rates (displayed as predicted throws for a 3 Myrs time period)
are non-zero between the ends of the fault system, but close-to zero
at these points. Notice that (1) a clear correlation exists between the
difference between measured throw and predicted throw profiles for
individual faults and distance from the ends of the fault system
(Figure 3b), and (2) the summed profiles show a clear increase in
the difference between measured throws and predicted throws
towards the centre of the fault system (Figure 4). Thus, the increase
in throw-rates with time is increasingly apparent towards the
centre of the fault system when viewed along strike. Another
way to interpret the above is that extension initiated earlier at the
ends of the fault system (Figure 3c). However, we reject this
interpretation and arguethat this correlation is simply the result of
the increase in throw rates being most marked centrally along the
strike of the fault system. Thus, the implied initiation ages are not
actual initiation ages. They are simply the minimum age of
initiation of faulting assuming no change in throw rates with time,
when in fact the throw-rates have increased through time. Note
that it cannot be that the throw-rates have slowed with time on the
distal faults. This would have produced measured throws that are
the same as predicted throws for central faults with a progressive
decrease in predicted throws relative to measured throws with
proximity to the ends of the fault system. Thus is the opposite of
what we find.
[11] In fact we note that there is little difference between

measured and predicted throws close to the ends of the fault
system (Figures 3b and 4). There is no evidence that these distal
faults have experienced a significant change in throw rates. Thus,
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for distal faults the implied initation age (throw divided by throw-
rate) is probably a reasonable estimate of their actual initiation
age. We note ages of about 3 Ma (Figure 3c), explaining our
choice of this value above. Finally, we note that no obvious
relationship exists between levels of fault activity and distance
across strike (Figure 3d) supporting our conclusion that their is
no overall migration of faulting at a small-scale within the area of
Figure 1b.

4. Conclusions

[12] When the faults in the southeast of the region decreased in
activity localising the strain after about 0.9 Ma, the throw-rates on
the remaining active faults increased with the effect most marked
on faults located centrally along the strike of the fault system. The
increase in throw-rates in the centre of an along-strike fault array
accompanying death of other across strike faults is similar to that
identified in fault growth models [Cowie, 1998; Cowie and
Roberts, 2001] and studies of sub-surface seismic data of ancient
fault movements [McLeod et al., 2000; Dawers and Underhill,
2000], but this is the first time it has been noted in a present-day
deformation rate dataset from an active plate boundary zone. Our
observations are consistent with the hypothesis that crustal scale
strain localisation is accomplished by increasing slip-rates on faults
that are to remain active whilst maintaining regional strain rates.
Thus, fault slip-rates and their associated levels of seismic hazard
are not simply controlled by the rates of plate tectonics; fault
interaction also has a role to play.
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